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NIFTY

CMP: 5780.5

ALL THE RATES ARE WITHRESPECT TO SPOT PRICE.
Nifty for coming days till diwali we expect a big fall.Market has potential to come down till 5100-5000 if
market doesnot crosses 6000
Intra week we are bearish on the market for the target 5630-5560.
INTRA DAY LEVELS JOIN US.Small bounce back is not ruled out but every rise is sell in the market.Best
level to sell is 5820 with 5841 as stoploss

BANKNIFTY

CMP:9883

8300 is target for bank nifty in coming days .Every rise sell bank nifty .In coming days 10400-10450
best level to sell banknifty with 10601 as stoploss and 9800 -9600 as target and 8300 ultimate
target.
Intraweek we expect banknifty to come down till 9200-9100 zone

Reliance

CMP:821

Very bearish below 865.835 is target for current week and 887 is intraday level to go short with 896
as stoploss and 835 as target.Just see the fall in reliance yesterday.It can touch 835 zone till Friday.
Guys understand the power of Gann study.835 was the low of reliance on Friday.Now for current
week we expect reliance to come down till 795-805 zone.Call initiated on Friday for the target of
810-795.Uptil now the low made is 817

SBIN

CMP: 1643

For intraday sell sbin @1692 stoploss 1711 target 1500 in 2-3 days.Sbin call initiated and now
maintain stoploss and hold.
Sbi call active .After expecting a turn from said level Sbin has fallen 30-40 point.If 1711 is not
crossed mandi continues and the targets are 1480 and 1300

Bhel

CMP:141

Bhel can achive level upto 150 The best selling zone for bhel now to go short is 148 with 152. As stoploss

TCS

CMP: 1949

TCS is great stock to buy in the range 1840-1860 with 1799 as stoploss and 2300 as target

LT

CMP:800

The next major resistance level for LT are 840 and910 .Call intitiated at 832 is active with 845.1 as stoploss
.Hold on for target 760 for WEEK.Just see the fall in LT from 832 to 776

Axis bank

CMP:1048

Intraweek axis bank best level to go short is 1027-1028 for the target of 935-940. If 1084 not cross , axis bank
has potential to come till 900-935

Relinfra

CMP: 376

Intraweek best level to sell is 390-392 for the target of 360.

Long Term: Sunil Hi-tech

CMP:42.35

But above Rs.50 for the target of 180- time span 3 years
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